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1. Introduction
Information economics conceded unlike the classical economics that:(1)
information is not free and (2) information is not perfect. Thus, information economics is
interested in the two facts. First, firms try to convey information about the attributes and
prices of goods or how consumers seek the information at their expense since information
is not free. That is, either transaction party makes information efforts. Second, moral
hazard problem occurs because information is not perfect, especially asymmetric (i.e.one
transaction party has information but the other party not). The dissertation consists of
three papers of information economics; two papers address how firms try toconvey
information about the attributes and prices of goods or howconsumers seek the
information and one paper examines a moral hazard example in banking industry.
In Chapter 2, national brand firm and local brand firms produce horizontally
differentiated goods. Since goods are diverse, firms have to provide informationor
consumers have to seek out for information. We assume that only national brand provides
information and local brands do not so that consumers search out for local brands. This
recognition of the difference of national brand and local brands is noteworthy because the
standard model always assumes that each firm is identical in horizontally differentiated
market. Then, national brand has a larger market share than a local brand in contrast to
equal share in the standard model, a typical situation we observe in the market.2
In Chapter 3, stores sell a homogeneous good, but use randomized prices and
provide information about fluctuating prices. Then, we examine the equilibrium of
randomized prices and advertising intensity. We derive advertising intensity with
negative slope and "U" shaped price density function. In both chapter 2 and 3, lack of
information is remedied by efforts of either transaction party (or by firms' information
provision or consumers' information search) and the certain equilibria are achieved.
In chapter 4, information imperfection isleft untouched, i.e. the market is
asymmetrical such that one transaction party is devoid of information. Bank supervisory
agency does not have full information of loan quality held by banks but banks do
(asymmetric information). However, the bank agency provides a uniform rate of deposit
insurance since it cannot discern loan quality of each bank. Then, some banks do not
have incentive to supervise loan quality prudently at the uniform rate and so their loan
quality turns poor (moral hazard). A heuristic theoretical model is suggested that the
moral hazard practice helps efficiency of such banks in good economic years but hurts in
difficult economic years and also tests the theoretical hypothesis in Korean banking
industry using the efficiency score of DEA (Data Envelope Analysis).3
2. The Presence of Local and National Brands in Markets with
Horizontal Product Differentiation and Imperfect Information
2.1 Introduction
There has been considerable research on imperfectly competitive markets with
horizontal differentiation. The classic characterization is the spatial model of Hotelling
(1929) and d'Aspremont et al. (1979), where consumers are located uniformly along the
main street of a small town, and two general stores (firms 1 and 2) compete by locating at
each end of the street.Location is the only distinguishing feature between stores or
brands, so each consumer will prefer to shop at the store that is closer to home when
prices are the same.As long as stores choose different locations along main street,
consumers will have a different preference orderings over brands.This implies that
differentiation is horizontal.2' More recent work investigates the effect of a non-uniform
distribution of consumers, consumer search costs, and advertising [Perloff and Salop
(1985), Grossman and Shapiro (1984), Wolinsky (1985), Anderson and Renault (2000),
and Tremblay and Polasky (forthcoming)]. A distinguishing feature of these models with
horizontaldifferentiation,however,isthat they generally produce a symmetric
equilibrium.That is, each firm charges the same price and produces the same output
level in equilibrium.
2.1This is in contrast to vertical differentiation, where consumers agree over the preference
ordering of brands.The best example of a vertical characteristic is product quality, where all
consumers prefer the brand of highest quality, ceteris paribus.In thereal world, however, there are many industries with horizontally
differentiated products that have an asymmetric equilibrium.In the fast food industry,
for example, national chains frequently offer a limited menu that appeals to the palate of
the general population, while local establishments offer greater variety and cater more to
local and regional tastes.In the market for beer, national producers market a light lager
beer with mass appeal, while local micro or craft brewers market specialty products with
localappeal.2'2In many regions of the country, prices differ and national producers have
a larger share of the local market.In the state of Oregon, where craft beer is popular,
craft brewers account for only 11 percent of total beer consumption in Oregon [Beer
Industry Update (2001, p. 101)].
In this paper, we show how information asymmetries and a dynamic game
structure can generate an asymmetric equilibrium in imperfectly competitive markets
with horizontal differentiation.Following Wolinsky (1986) and Anderson and Renault
(2000), we consider a market where consumers must search to identify product
characteristics.A symmetric equilibrium will occur when:(i)differentiationis
horizontal2'3and thedistribution of preferencesissymmetric, independent, and
identically distributed for each brand, (ii) consumers have the same information about
each product's characteristics, and (iii) firms compete in a static game.
We develop two models to show that the equilibrium need not be symmetric
when conditions (ii) andlor (iii) are violated.In section 2.2 of the paper, we set up the
basic theoretical framework. Section 2.3 investigates the case where consumers search
2,2For example, Consumer Reports (2001) indicates that the average domestic beer is dryer, less
bitter, and less filling than the average ale produced by microbreweries. Some consumers have a
strong preference for light domestic lagers, while others prefer hardier ales produced by craft
brewers.
2,3See Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979) for a discussion of imperfectly competitive markets with
vertical differentiation.5
product characteristics and firms compete simultaneously in prices.In section 2.4, the
national producer is a price leader, with consumer search and the price setting behavior of
local producers taking place in the second stage.In both cases, price is the strategic
variable and consumers know the characteristics of the national brand but not the local
brands. As a result, consumers must search to identify the characteristics of only the
local brands. The last section of the paper provides concluding remarks and directions
for future research.
2.2 The Theoretical Framework
Consider a market with one firm that markets a national brand and two smaller
firms that compete with the national producer in a single local market. The national and
two local firms are indexed asn,1, and 2 respectively. The marginal cost of production
is constant, the same for each firm, and normalized to zero. Price is the strategic variable,
firms compete for profits in the local market, and firms have complete information about
each other's payoffs.
Products are differentiated horizontally, and consumers know the characteristics
of the national brand but not the local brands. Consumers must invest in search at a cost
of c to determine the price and explore product characteristics as in Wolinsky (1986) and
Anderson and Renault (2000).Once a local brand has been investigated, recall is
costless. A consumer has unit demands and tastes are distributed uniformly over the
horizontal characteristic. The market is covered, such that each consumer buys one unit
from firmn,I or 2.Let consumers receive a level of utility from the consumption of brand i equal
to e1, i = 1, 2, n. In this model,e1can be regarded as a random variable that ranges from
0 and 1 that is identically and independently distributed with a uniform distribution
F and density function f across brands.This implies that the distribution of
preferences and the average utility for each brand is thesame in equilibrium, a
distinguishing feature of horizontal differentiation.
Two cases are considered regarding the timing of play.In the first case,
consumers search the characteristics of the local brands and local and national firms set
prices.In the second case, the national firm sets price in the first stage, and the
consumers search and local firms set prices in the second stage.
2.3 Consumers Search with Simultaneous Pricing
In order to identify firm demand functions, we first investigate the
consumer search process, following Anderson and Renault (2000). Consumers believe
that local firms charge the same prices (pwhich is true in equilibrium. Consider the
situation where each consumer first investigates brand 1, realizesa utility level ofe1,and
finds the price equal top1instead p. What the consumer does not know is the utility
she will receive from purchasing brand 2, e2. Theconsumer will search for brand 2 if
the expected benefit from search exceeds the cost, c. Letx be the critical value such that
a consumer holding x is indifferent between search and sticking with brand 1.This
occurs when the following condition holds [Anderson and Renaults (2000, p. 726)]:ç(e2 x)f(e2)de2C.
7
(2.1)
With a uniform distribution ofF, xis defined as 1 - The consumer buys brand 1
without investigating brand 2 whene1(p1 > x ore1 >x +(p1 and its
probability is 1- F(x +p1p). Otherwise, the consumer investigates brand 2.
In the situation where the consumer first investigates brand 2, and decides
whether to stay with it or consider brand 1, she would face the similar problem. Since the
consumer believes that price of brand I is pshe would stay with brand 2 ife2> x and
1-F(x)is the possibility that she buys brand 2. Finally, when theconsumer investigates
both local brands, she buys local brand 1 ife1 > e2 + (p1pt).
Figure 2.1 identifies four regions of consumer space, which is used to derive firm
demand by indicating which consumers choose brand I and which choose brand 2. Each
consumer is identified by the values of here1and e2, but these values are unknown to
the consumer before search.In area I, wheree1ande2have relatively high values,
consumersbuythefirstlocalbrandtheyinvestigate. Thisoccurswhen:
e1> x + ande2 >x. If consumers have a 50/50 chance of starting with one
brand or the other, then half of the consumers in area I buy brand 1 and the other half buy
brand 2. Consumers in area II have high values ofe1and lower values of e2. That is,
> x +(p1p) ande2<x. In this case, consumers who first inspect brand 1 are
satisfied and do not search further. Those who begin with brand 2, find thate2is low
and continue to search. Once both brands are investigated, the following inequality willholde1 > e + (p1pt), implying that allconsumers in this area purchase brand 1.
Area IV is similar to area II, except thate1is low ande2is high.In this case,
e1<x + ( ande2 >x. As a result, consumers who start with brand 2 stop
their search, and consumers who start with brand I continue to search.In both cases,
consumers pick brand 2.Becausee1ande2are relatively low in area III, consumers
will investigate both brands. In this case,e1<x +(p1 ande2<x. After visiting
both local brands, the consumer chooses brand 1 ife > e + (p1 and choose brand
2 if the inequality is reversed. The dashed line that partitions these segments inarea III is
e1 = e2 +(p1 which implies consumers are indifferent between brands 1 and 2.
Those above the dashed line in area III will buy brand 2, and those below will buy brand
1.
Demand for brand Iis derived as follows.The probability that a consumer
chooses brand 1 has three components. The first includes half of the probability thate1
ande2fall in area I.The second equals the probability thate1ande2fall in area II.
The last is the probability thateande2fall in the area below the dashed line in area III.
Thus, the probability that the consumer chooses brand 1 is:
p(r ,p)
= (1/2) F(x)] F(x+j p)]+F(x) F(x+j
J F(e1(
_p*))f(e)d
=(l/2)(lx)[1(x+p1 _p*)]+x[l_(x+pip*)]+(1I2)x2
(2.2)
where F is uniformly distributed.Figure 2.1: Partition of Consumer Space and Consumer Demand for Brands I and 2
Area IV Area I
x
Area II
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The objective of firm 1 is to maximize its profits (r) with respecttop1,given its
belief thatp2p. Its objective is to:
Max irpiDi(pi,p*).
The first order condition (FOC) is:
D,(pi,p*)
p1 =
5D1 lap1
(1/ 2)(1x)[1(x + p1 + x[1(x + p1p*)]+ (1!2)x2
(2.3)
(1/2)(1x)+x
If there were only two local firms, then the Nash equilibrium prices would be thesame
and equal to:
14x +4x2 (12x)2
p = =
, (2.4) 1+x 1+x
and the demand for brand I would be:
Di(p*)= (1/2)(1x)2 +x(1x)+(1/2)x2 = 1/2. (2.5)11
However the actions of a national brand have yet to be considered. With many
local markets, the national brand does not compete directly with local brands.Instead,
the national brand competes with the representative local producer, and, because local
producers are symmetric, we define the representative firm to be firm 1.The national
firm understands the consumer search process described above.
Now, consumers compare the representative brand (brand 1) with the national
brand. There is no cost of search because the national brand is well known and recall of
the characteristics of the local brand(s) is costless. Consumers will choose brand 1 over
the national brand ife1p1 > ep,. The consumer believes thatp1 >p,,, because
this inequality holds in equilibrium. We now discuss how to compute the demand for
brand 1 when the national brand is present. To do this, we must consider two cases. In
the first case, 0 <p1p, <x. This occurs when the difference betweenp1and p, is
low. In the second case, the price difference is high, such that x <p1p,, <1.
Figure2.2describestheconsumerspaceforthefirstcase(where
0 <p1p<x), which is partitioned to help identify firm demand.Note that
consumers along the solid line in area III are indifferent between brands1 and the
national brand. Thee1-axis intercept for this line isp1p,, which must be less than x
in case one.Recall that consumers have compared brands 1 and 2 and now must
compare the brand 1 with the national brand. As a result, the vertical axis in Figure 2.2
representse12
Figure 2.2: Partition of Consumer Space and Consumer Demand for Brands 1 and n
0<p1
e
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We first consider those consumers who chose brand 1 in area I, Figure 2.1. The
probability that those consumers choose brand 1 over the national brand is:
prob(e1> x, e > x) x (1 / 2) x proL(e1p1 >ep e > x,e2 >x)
=prob(e1 >x,e2>x)x(1/2) xproL(e1p >e -p e1>x) since e, are
independent
1(1x)x)0 p)]+(1/2)x)2
={(1x)[x(p1p)]+(1/2)(1x)2}. (2.6)
1x 2
The first term of the top line in equation (2.6) is the probability that the consumer
chooses brand 1 given that the consumer is in area 1, Figure 2.1. The second term in the
top line is the probability that the consumer continues to choose brand 1 over the national
brand in Figure 2.2.
Recall that those consumers in area II (i.e.e1> x ande2<x) in Figure 2.1
prefer brand lover brand 2.The probability that brand Iis still preferred over the
national brand in Figure 2.2 is:
prob(e>x,e2<x)xprob(e1 p1>e p,,e1>x)
= (1 x)x
(1 x)[x(p1pa)] +(1/2)(1
1x
=x{(lx)[x(p1p)]+(1/2)(1x)2}. (2.7)14
Of those consumers who initially prefer brand 1 and are located in area III of Figure 2.1
(i.e. e1 <x and e2 <x), the probability that they prefer brand lover the national brand
is:
prob(e1 <x,e2 <x,e2<e1)xprob(e1 p1>e -p,,1e1 <x)
1 2(1 / 2)[x(p1p,
)J2
1 2 (2.8) =x =x[x-(p -pj]
2 x 4
The demand from brand 1 equals the sum of equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) and equals:
D(p1 =p2,p)
1 {(1-x){x-(p1 -p,)]+(112)(1-x)2}+x[x-(p1 -p)]2. (2.9)
2 4
Since the market is covered and the two local brands are identical, the demand for the
national brand is:
L1(p1 =p2,p)=1-2xp(p, =p2,pfl)
1-2x({(1-x)[x-(p _p)]+(1/2)(1_x)2}+x[x(p1p )j2). (2.10)
The FOC for firm 1, when the national firm is present, is:15
D1
5D/ap,
1+x }+!{_(1p)J2)/ = (---{(1x)[x(p1p, )]+(1/2)(1x)2
4
(l+X X (lx)+[x(p1 pn)]). (2.11)
2 2
For the national firm, the FOC is:
0D/8p
+x[x(p1p)]2))/
(L({(l_x)[x_(p1p)]+(1/2)(1x)2}
1
4
(l+x x (1x)+[x
2 2
p1p,1)]). (2.12)
A unique Nash equilibrium does exist for case one, but to show that, we compare the
price difference between brands to assure that 0< p1p, <x.
1+x
p1 p,1 =(2x({(lx)[x(p1 p)]+(1/2)(lx)2}+-4x(p1_)J2)_!)/
(1+x(1 x
2x)+[x(p1pa)]). (2.13)
Now we consider case two where x< p1p, <1 or the price difference
between brand 1 and the national brand is high. This case is described in Figure 2.3, and
its distinguishing feature is that the horizontal intercept of the diagonal line is lies16
between x and 1. The probability that consumers in area I in Figure 2.1 (i.e.e1> x and
e2> x) choose brand 1 is:
prob(e1> x,e > x) x (1/2) x prob(e1p1 > e,pe1 >x)
=!(1x)(1 x)(1/2)[1 (p1 p)]2= [1(pp)J2. (2.14)
2 1x 4
Likewise, the probability that consumers in area II in Figure 2.1 (i.e.e1> x ande2<x)
choose brand 1 in is:
prob(e > x,e <x) x prob(e1p1 > e,p,j e1 >x)
(1 /2)[1(Pip
)]2
=(1x)x =(1/2)x[1(p pn)]2 1x
(2.15)
Finally, the probability that consumers in area III in Figure 2.1 (i.e.e <x ande2<x)
choose brand I is:
prob(e1<x,e2 <x, e2 <e ) x prob(ep1 > e p,ei <x) = 0.
Here,prob(e p1 >e p,, e <x)is zero becausee1<xande >e +pi
and so we do not consider area IV.Figure 2.3: Partition of Consumer Space and Consumer Demand for Brands 1 and n
e
p1 > x
'-(Pt -Pj
0 x p-p 1 e1
17111
With these probabilities, we can derive firm demand functions for case two.
Demand for brand I is the sum of equations (2.14) and (2.15):
D1(p1=p2,p)=[1(p1 p)]2.
4
(2.16)
Thus, firm 1 's demand function is equation (2.9) when 0 <p1p,, <x (case one) and
is equation (2.16) whenp1 > x (case two). The demand functions have the same
value whenp1 = x, which means that the demand for brand 1is a continuous
function. Thus, the demand for the national brand is:
1+x
D(p1 =p2,p)=1-2xD1(p1=p2,p)=1-2x(----[1--(p1 p)]2). (2.17)
4
The Nash equilibrium is derived from each firm's FOC. The rearranged FOC for
firms 1 and the national firm, respectively, are:
p1 ={[1(p1p
)]2
} /{[1(p1p )] }. (2.18)
4
1 p)]2}/{1[1(pn)]}. (2.19)
4 2
To assure that the case two condition holds (x <p1p, < 1), we subtract (2.18) from
(2.19) to get:19
p1 )]2}l)/(l+X[(ppa)]) (2.20)
4
From equations (2.13) and (2.20), the Nash equilibrium exists when:
I +x
p1 p,=(2x({(l x) [x(p1 p,)]+(l/2)(l x)2} +-x{x(p1 _p,1)r)_!)/
1+x x ((1x)+[x(p p)]) when 0<p1p,x, and
x
p1P2=(2x{_[1_(P1_P)J2}) /(--[1(p pa)])
whenxp p <1. (2.21)
Lemma: Given the assumptions of the model, there exists only one equilibrium price
difference pp. This occurs where occurs where 0< <x (case one),
which implies that p>p in equilibrium.
Proof:
(1)Theright-hand-side(RHS)of equation(2.21)equals xx2 >0 when
p1p, equals 0 and 0 <x<1.
(2) The RHS of equation (2.21) is decreasing in p1p, between 0 and 1 for both case
one (0< p1p,, <x) and case two (1> p1p,>x).
(3) The RHS of equation (2.21) equalsXX +X<0 when p1 p =x. Thus, it (1+x)(1x)
crosses the horizontal axis at a value less than x.20
(4) The left-hand-side (LHS) of equation (2.21) goes through the origin and is increasing
inp1p.
(5) The LHS and RHS intersect at just one point, between 0 and x, which is
consistent with case one. Thus, p is greater than p. Q.E.D.
Thus, the Lemma supports the earlier assumption that the price of the local brands is
higher than that of the national brand in equilibrium.
To describe the equilibrium price difference, consider graphs of the LHS and
RHS of equation (2.21) in Figure 2.4.The LHS of equation (2.21),p, p,, is
represented by a 45 degree line.The RHS is more complex. Whenp1p, equals 0,
then the RI-IS equals xx2. Asp1 increases, the RHS decreases and crosses the
horizontal axis at a value less than x. The Nash equilibrium price difference occurs
where the LHS and RHS functions intersect at a point less than x.
Proposition 1: Given the assumptions of the model, there is only one equilibrium price
for brand 1 (brand 2) and one for the national brand.
Proof:The unique equilibrium prices p and p,are obtained by substituting the
equilibrium price difference (pp) from the Lemma above into equations (2.11) and
(2.12). Q.E.D.xx
Figure 2.4: Nash Equilibrium
pIpn x I
2122
Next, we examine how a change in search costs affect consumer behavior,
equilibrium prices, and the market shares of each firm.Our goal is to show that an
increase in search costs increases the distance between prices of local and national
brands. Because x falls with c (x = 1 - we perform comparative static analysis on
x alone.From equation (2.13), we can investigate how a decrease in x affects the
equilibrium price difference. In equilibrium, this price difference is:
p, -p = {3/2[(9/4)-2x2(1x)]"2}/2x. (2.22)
Because we want consumer search to be an important feature of the model, we constrain
search costs to be sufficiently low (i.e., x >O.57).24
Equation (2.22) indicates how the price differential(p1p) changes as x
decreases from 1to0.57(or search costsincrease).Differentiation of(2.22)
demonstrates that the price differential increases as search costs increase (x decreases).
Table 2.1 provides a numerical example. As search cost increases, the price differential
becomes bigger,p1increases (from equation 11), and p,,decreases (from equation
2.12).The market shares of both brands are found from equations (2.9) and (2.10).
Table 2.1 also shows that the market shares of local brands increase at the expense of the
national firm's share as search costs rise. From equation (2.9), one can see that the effect
of search costs on brand l's market share has two components. The first term on the
RHS of equation (2.9) encompasses the captive effect. That is, as search costs rise, areas
2.4To illustrate, whenX= 0.57, then 43 percent do not investigate more than one local brand. To
assure an adequate amount of consumer search, we constrain x to be sufficiently high.23
I and II in Figure 2.1 increase in size, which implies that more consumers stick with local
brand they choose first.Thus, the first term of the RHS rises with search costs.The
second term on the RHS of equation (2.9) is the price effect. As search costs increase,
the price differential increases, causing this term to decrease. In our model, the captive
effect dominates.
Table 2.1: Prices, and Output for Different Search Costs
X p1 D
1 0 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5
0.9 0.03056 0.529421 0.498861 0.25743 0.48514
0.8 0.054943 0.550459 0.495516 0.263132 0.473736
0.7 0.07245 0.562937 0.490487 0.267194 0.465612
0.6 0.082738 0.567487 0.484749 0.269658 0.460684
With zero search costs (x = 1), firms charge the same price, a standard results in
horizontal differentiation models. As search costs rise, however, more consumers will
stop their search after investigating the characteristics of just one local brand.Thus,
those consumers will have a higher average evaluation of their chosen brand. When they
compare their choice with the national brand, more are likely to stick with the local brand
because the average consumer now has a higher evaluation of the local brand. This raises
the market power of local firms, enabling them to raise prices. To combat this effect, the
national firm lowers its price. Because of the structure of the model, the national brand24
has a larger market share. As search costs rise, the national brand looses market share
because more consumers are tied to the local brands.
2.4 Consumer Search with a Price Leading National Producer
Now consider a game with the same structure but with different timing. In this case,
the national firm set its price in the first stage. In the second stage, consumers investigate
the characteristics of the local brands and local producers set their prices. The national
producer has perfect and complete information, and chooses price knowing how local
firms and consumers behave in the second stage.In this case, we will use backwards
induction to identify the sub-game perfect equilibrium.
We derive firm demand like before. A critical value of x is used and is constrained
to lie from 0 to 1 in this case. Because the national brand sets its price first, consumers
observeeand p, before investigating local brands.It is assumed that p,is greater
than the price of either local brand. Later, it will be shown that this assumption is valid in
equilibrium. If a decision is made to search beyond the national brand, the consumer has
an equal chance of investigating either local brand. If e > x + p1,the consumer
would buy the national brand without further search. Ife <x + p1,the consumer
would investigate brand 1, and then comparee1p1withep. The consumer
would choose the brand with the highest net utility.Thus, the probability that the
consumer chooses the national brand over brand 1 is:25
pro1e11 > x + p,,p1)
+proL(e11 <x+p, p1)x(1/2)xproLe11>e1+p11-p1e <x+p,-p1)
+ prob(e11 <x + p,,p2)x (1 / 2) x prob(e11 > e +p11p2e, <x +p11p2)
prol(e11 > x + p11p1)
+prol(e11 <x+p,,p1)xproe11 >e1+p11-p1j e, <x+p,p1)
=proL(e11 >x+p, p)+pro1e <x+p, p,e11>e1 +p, -p1) (2.23)
The first term in line one of equation (2.23) is the probability that the consumer decides
to stay with the national brand and not investigate local brands.The second term
identifies when the consumer decides to search brand 1 and still chooses the national
brand. The third term is when the consumer investigates brand 2 but still chooses the
national brand. Since both local brands charge the same price in equilibrium ande1and
are i.i.d., the second term and third terms are the same so that the probability that the
consumer chooses the national brand is simplified in the fourth line in equation (2.23).
Like the previous case, Figure 2.5 identifies consumer space for brands I and the
national brand. In area I in Figure 2.5, the national brand is chosen without further search
because eis sufficiently high.In area II, consumers investigates brand 1 but chooses
the national brand over brand I becausee1is sufficiently low compared to e11.As a
result, the demand for the national brand is area I and the triangle in area II:
D11(p =p2,p)={1(x+ p11p1)]+(1/2)x2 (2.24)
Given symmetry, the demands for local brands are the same. The demand for brand I is
obtained by subtracting the national brand demand from 1 and dividing by 2:26
D1 (p1p2 , p) = (1 D ) / 2= (1 / 2)[(x + pp, )(11 2)x2]. (2.25)
Using backwards induction, we solve firms 1 and2'sproblems first. For example, firm I
maximizes its profit by choosing pricep1 ,given p,.
Maxr=p1D1(p1 = p2,p)=(p/2)[(x+pp1)(1/2)x2]. (2.26)
The Nash equilibrium price in this sub-game is:
p1(p)=p2(p)=(p/2)+(x/2)(1/4)x2. (2.27)
Knowing the solution to this stage game, the national producer's demand in stage two is
obtained by substituting equation (2.27) into (2.24):
X 2Pn D(p1(p),p)=1--+--x24 2
(2.28)
The national firm maximizes its resulting profit function, which produces the sub-game
perfect equilibrium prices.
*31 2 *51 p+ (1x) and p=p2 =---(1x)2. (2.29)Figure 2.5: Partition of Consumer Space and Consumer Demand for Brands 1 andn
e1
0 x+p,,-pl e
27Since p =+-1)2 >0,the national brand has a higher price than the local
brands. The resulting equilibrium demands are:
* *3+!(1_X)2.
8
D1* =D; =D1(p,p)=_(1_x)2
(3.30)
Demand for the national brand is larger than that of the local brands, as indicated below:
D*D =_+(1_x)2 >0
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(3.31)
Note a change in the timing of play changes our results.Unlike before, the
national firm now charges a higher price than local producers. In both cases, the national
producer has a larger market share than its local competitors. When search cost are zero
(x = 0), the model reduces to a simple dynamic Bertrand type game. As search costs
increase (x decreases),p,,rises andp1falls.This reverses the comparative static
results found in the previous case. This is because higher search costs reduce the number
of consumers willing to investigate local brands in the second stage of the game, an
outcome that increases the market power of the national producer.29
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we develop two models of imperfectly competitive markets that
have horizontal differentiation and an asymmetric equilibrium. The models are dynamic,
and consumers know the characteristics of the national brand but not the local brands.
This information asymmetry provides one explanation why national and local producers
charge different prices even though the distribution of consumer tastes is the same for
each brand. In both models, however, the national firm has a larger market share than the
local firms.
In the first model, consumers investigate the characteristics of local brands and
prices are determined simultaneously.This is a relatively provincial market since
consumers have a strong desire to investigate local brands first.In this case, local firms
charge a higher price than the national firm. This outcome is similar to that of the beer
market. Consumers know the characteristics of Budweiser, the national brand, but not
thecharacteristicsof locallyproduced microbrewery beer andfirmscompete
simultaneously in prices. In this case, micro beer sells for a higher price than Budweiser.
In the second model, the national firm is a price leader.It is not until the second
stage that consumers investigate the characteristics of local brands, and it is in this stage
that the local producers set prices. In this case, the national firm charges the higher price.
This outcome is consistent with markets where the national brand has a dominant
position in the market.In fast food, for example, McDonalds is a price leader that
competes with local hamburger stands. These firms differentiate themselves horizontally
(i.e., they offer a very different restaurant atmosphere), and McDonalds generally charges
a higher price.30
Although these outcomes are consistent with real world markets, extensions of
the model are warranted.First, the model assumes that preferences are uniformly
distributed. It would be useful to know if the conclusions of this paper hold under a more
general structure such as a log concave density function.Second, the model could be
extended to include more than one local or regional market. Finally, the model assumes
that consumers know the characteristics of the national brand and that search costs are the
same for the local brands. Future research might allow search costs to differ for each of
the national and local brands.31
3. Randomized Prices and Advertising with Rational Expectations
3.1 Introduction
Advertising can be used to provide information to consumers. This can include
the existence of a good, its price, and attributes. Butters (1977), Grossman and Shapiro
(1984), and Stegeman (1991) all analyze this type of advertising. In their models, a
consumer buys a good only when he ors she receives an advertising message, an
approach that is suitable for a new product. In this chapter, a consumer considers the
purchase of products they know well, such as food, household goods, or home
electronics. Total market demand is fixed and consumers have unit demands. Consumers
know product characteristics but lack price information. Operationally, consumers read
direct mailings from local grocery stores that contain price information. In this chapter,
advertising conveys price information and firms use a randomized price strategy.
Varian (1980) developed a model with randomized prices in a market where
there are informed and uninformed consumers. The model is incomplete, however, as
firms make no effort to inform consumers of low prices. Consumer information is
determined exogenously. If advertising is added to Varian's model, a store can use
advertising to make consumers informed.
When stores set prices randomly, price information is important to consumers, as
it helps them identify sales. In addition, a store may benefit from advertising, as it will
increase demand for its product. Thus, it seems reasonable that stores will use price and
advertising strategies together. Butters (1977) developed a model where a store uses32
advertising to inform consumers of price changes. Even though he analyzed the
relationship between price and advertising, he did not consider the frequency of sale
explicitly, another important marketing decision that is considered here.
Robert and Stahl (1993) combined the ideas of Butter and Varian to explain
how a store chooses both randomized prices and advertising intensity. Bester and
Petrakis (1995) also analyzed this issue, but assumed that price could take only
two values. Both models implied a negative relationship between advertising
intensity and prices. A fundamental difference between theses papers lies in how
a consumer acts when there is no price information. Roberts and Stahl assumed
that a consumer would search to obtain price information, while Bester and
Petrakis assumed that consumers form rational expectation to predict unknown
prices. This chapter assumes consumers form rational expectations like Bester and
Petrakis and forces a continuum of prices model as in Roberts and Stahl.
Bertrand (1883) showed that the Nash equilibrium in a duopoly market with
homogenous good is competitive price when consumers have perfect price information.
At the other extreme, Diamond (1971) showed that with incomplete price information
and search costs, the Nash equilibrium is monopoly price. Stahl (1989) used Varian's
model to show the equilibrium depends on the proportion of informed to totalconsumers
(u). When dii= 1, the equilibrium is Bertrand. When 1u = 0, the equilibrium is
monopoly as in Diamond. Thus, he showed how Bertrand and Diamond resultsare
related. In this chapter, it is a function of advertising that relates Bertrand and Diamond
results.33
Section 3.2 follows Roberts and Stahl by analyzing the equilibrium with
randomized prices and advertising. Section 3.3 examines how a change in advertising
costs affects advertising, average price, and the ratio of informed to total consumers. Of
special interest is the effect of advertising costs on the minimum price of the price
support. We also show that as advertising cost changes, the price distribution changes
continuously, beginning with Bertrand price spike and ending with monopoly price spike.
Concluding remark is found in section 3.4.
3.2 The model
Two stores (1 and 2) compete in a market by selling homogenous goods. The stores
change prices regularly and have sometimes very low prices. Each store informs
consumers of its price through advertising.Price and advertising actions are chosen
simultaneously.
The model is built on the following assumptions:
1. Each consumer buys one unit of a good and has same valuation ofpU
2. Production cost of the good is zero.
3. Advertising intensity is a functionb(p)of the price. The value ofb(p)is the
probability that a consumer hears a price p through advertising.
4. The event that a consumer hears the price of store 1 is independent of the event that he
hears that of store 2.34
5. g(b)is a cost of making a consumer aware of a price with probabilityb.This cost
functiong(b)satisfiesg > 0, g(0) > 0,andg' >0.The model uses a particular
functiong(b) = k(b +b2) wherek > 0.Thisissimilar tothe Taylor series
approximation ofk log(1b),a functional form used by Grossman and Shapiro. This
advertising cost function satisfies the above conditions
The stores choose price and advertising together. They act simultaneously. A
randomized price strategy is represented by a price density function,f,and an
advertising strategy is described by an intensity function,b.Since stores are identical,
they choose the same strategies in equilibrium. A store does not charge more thanpUA
consumer is expected to know both the equilibrium price strategy,f(p)and the
equilibrium advertising strategy,b(p).
Store 2 chooses an equilibrium price and advertising strategy. Knowing this,
store 1 chooses a strategy that maximizes its profit. To choose a strategy, store 1 must
know how a consumer behaves when there is no price information. The first approach
uses Roberts and Stahl search model. Suppose the consumer knows the price p of store 2
but does not that of store 1. A consumer plans to visit store 1directly to get price
information of store 1. However, if search cost is high enough, the consumer does not
search into storeI but is satisfied with p of store 2 if it is less thanpr'.That is
equivalent to assuming that the price of store 1 equal to
U1and therefore, choosing store
2 over store 1.35
The second approach is to use rational expectations. Bester and Petrakis used this
approach in their simple model where advertising intensity,b,is 1 when price is low and
owhen price is high. The consumer builds a price expectation based on advertising
information. The consumer believes that a store charges a high price when he hears no
price information. The belief is entirely rational because the prediction of the consumer is
consistent with the behavior of the store at equilibrium.
Because we have a price continuum, we use maximum likelihood method for
rational expectations. We assume that a consumer does not know a particular price p°
that a store takes, but knows the equilibrium price distribution and the advertising
intensityfunction throughout hisexperience. Then he computes thelikelihood
(1b(p))f(p)for each p that he would not be informed of. The consumer finds that
Umaximizes the likelihood, and picks pt' as a best prediction for the unknown price.
The consumer makes the price prediction based on the equilibrium price distribution and
the equilibrium advertising intensity function. The store adopts the equilibrium price
distribution and the equilibrium advertising intensity function based upon this behavior of
the consumer. In equilibrium, the consumer's expectation should be consistent with the
store's behavior.
A consumer buys at store 1 in the following two cases. The first case is when the
consumer hears a price p from store 1. Then, the consumer buys at store 1 when he does
not hear from store 2 because he believes store 2 chargespt',given his rational
expectation. The consumer also buys at store 1 when he knows store 2 charges a price
above p. For store 1, the union of these two events is a complement to the event that the36
consumer hears store 2 charges below p. The complement event is expressed in the first
product term of the square brackets of equation (3.1).
The second case is when the consumer does not hear a price p from store 1 and,
therefore, he believes store 1 chargespUIt is only when the consumer does not hear
from store 2 that he buys at store 1. This is true because if the consumer hears a price
from store 2, the price is less thanpU,i.e. prob(p<pLb(p)>0)=1 so he buys at
store 2. This also holds at the equilibrium advertising intensity function. Then, the
consumer believes both stores charge
Uand thus buys at store 1 with a half chance.
This is shown in the second product term in the square bracket. Thus, the profit function
of store 1 at p
Uis:
ir(p)=p[b(p) {1rb(x)f (x)dx}+(1 / 2)(1b(p)) {1rb(x)f (x)dx}Jg(b(p)) (3.1)
The advertising function b(p) is constrained so that b(pL)=0. Later we will
show that this is true in equilibrium. Since b(pU)=0 and g(0)=0, the profit ,r* of
(3.1)at becomes:
* Ux(1/2)x[1 rb(x)f(x)dxl. (3.2)37
Store 1 maximizes its profit by choosing advertising intensityb(p)for each
price at (3.1). Differentiating (3.1) with respect tobyields the following the first order
condition:
rb(x)f(x)dx} (1 / 2){1r b(x)f(x)}] = g(b(p)) (3.3)
The left hand side of(3.3) is the marginal benefit of advertising and the right hand side is
the marginal cost. Then, by plugging (3.3) into (3.1), the profit function of store1
becomes:
r(p) =g (b(x))b(p)+ p x(1/2)x[lr b(x)f(x)dx]g(b(p)). (3.4)
A necessary condition for equilibrium is that all prices provide the same profit.
Particularly, the profit 2rat p" is easily calculated and it equals to the profit for any
price. Thus, we regard the profit,r*at as the equilibrium profit.
Lemma 3.1: The equilibrium profit is g'(0), i.e.r = g'(0).
Proof: Whenis substituted for p at (3.3), equation (3.3) becomes byb(p') = 0:
x(1/2) x[1 b(x)f(x)dx] =g(0). (3.5)
From (3.2) and (3.5), ,r = g(0). Q.E.D.Using the equilibrium necessary condition and Lemma 3.1, we rewrite equation
(3.4) as:
g(b(p))b(p) + (p/2)[lf b(x)f(x)dx]g(b(p)) for every price
g(b(p))b(p)g(b(p)) = g(0){1_(p/pU)} from (3.2). (3.6)
By substitutingg(b) = k(b + b2) g(b) = k(1 + 2b),andg'(0) = kinto (3.6)
and rearranging, we obtain advertising intensity:
(3.7)
This advertising level satisfiesb(pL)= 0, b(0) = 1, b(p) <0,andb(p) >0for
<
UThisadvertisingintensityfunctionconfirmsthatb(p')0,and
prob(p <
Ub(p) > 0) = Ias we assumed earlier. According to this advertising
intensity function, the store does not advertise when price ispLy,but it fully advertises
when price is zero. When store I chooses a price ofpU,it need not advertise because a
consumer believes that the price is
Ueven if there is no advertising. Its negative price
derivative explains why a store advertises more intensively at a lower price. Also, the
advertising intensity function satisfiesb > 0,implying that advertising intensity
increases more slowly as price decreases.One might think that the minimum of price support, p", is zero. The minimum
should be determined by the store. Varian showed explicitly how the minimum is derived
using a "U" shaped average cost function. We show how the particular advertising cost
function determines the minimum of the price support. The first order condition (3.3)
does not hold for every price. When a price is very close to zero, the left hand side of
(3.3) is very slim because the square bracket is bounded, but the right hand side of (3.3)
becomes large becauseg" > 0,andb(p) isclose to 1. To equate both sides of (3.3),
b(x)f(x)dxin the left had side of (3.3) should be negative. However, since the
integral is the probability that a consumer hears the price of p or below, it cannot be
negative. To prevent this unlikely situation, price cannot go close to zero, and so there
must be minimum price above zero. In fact, a low price close to zero has so a slim margin
that it cannot support the necessary intensive advertising. Thus, a price close to zero will
be avoided by a profit-maximizing store.
To find p', (3.3) is rearranged by Lemma 3.1 and (3.2) into:
rb(x)f(x)dx
1_[g (b(p))g
(3.8)
p p
The minimum
Lsatisfies:
1
g(b(p'))g(0)
f b(x)f(x)dx =0or + PU (3.9)The minimum p' of the price support is discovered by substituting g(b)= k(1+ 2b),
g(0)k,and b(p) = {1(/pu)}I/2into (3.9):
1/2 k[1+2(1--)
k
1[ +]. (3.10)
For the price support[p,p(]on whichb(p)andf(p)is defined,(3.2)
(3.3), and (3.8) are rewritten respectively as:
* Ux(1/2)x[1 b(x)f(x)dxJ
p (3.2')
LLb(x)f(x)dx}(112){1fL b(x)f(x)}] = g'(b(p)) (3.3')
b(x)f (x)dx = 1
[g(b(p))g(0)
+U] p P P
(3.8')
To derive the price density function f(p), we differentiate (3.8') with respect to
p and rearrange to obtain:
f(p) = (1/b(p))[g' (b(p))b'(p)Ipg'(b(p))/p2]. (3.11)
Since b' <0, andg" >0,g' >0, f is positive. How is the price distribution shaped
over the price support? The density function (3.11) seems to have a "U" shape as in41
Varian. As p approachesp(,
b(p)approaches 0, thusf(p)goes to infinity since the
square bracket is bounded. On the other hand, as p approaches to p', and especially as
Lis close to zero, the square bracket increases, and sof(p)does. Varian interpreted
Uand p' as monopoly and sale price respectively, and pointed out that a store would
choose both
(Jand
Lmore frequently than any other price. Finally we see the price
density function with the particular advertising cost function:
f(p)=k{1(p/p')} /p+k[{1_(p/pL)}2 +21/p2 (3.12)
Figure3.1showsb(p), f(p),and
1Lfor the given advertising cost function.f(P)
Figure 3.1:f(p)andb(p)onprice support[p',pt']
Price density Advertising intensity
b(p)
PU
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We reexamine the profit 7r*:
PUx(1/2)x[1çL b(x)f(x)dx}= g(0) = k. (3.13)
In order to understand ,r*,itis necessary to knowj
b(x)f(x)dx.This is the
probability that a consumer receives price information from a store. When advertising
costs are zero,k = 0,advertising is so intense that consumers are perfectly informed, i.e.
rL b(x)f(x)dx =I and they engage in perfect competition. Then, the Bertrand Paradox
that7r*=0 is realized. On the other hand, as long as advertising costs are positive and
some consumers are uninformed (i.e.j
b(x)f(x)dx < 1),then Bertrand Paradox is
ruled out and profit is positive.
Next, we see whether the equilibrium price density function and the equilibrium
advertising intensity function that a store adopts are consistent with the consumer's price
prediction.
Proposition 3.1:
(!is the most likely uninformed price, i.e.
Umaximizes (1b(p))f(p).
Proof: By differentiating (3.8') and subtracting (3.11) from the derivative,we obtain:
(Ib(p))f(p) = [g (b(p))b'(p)Ipg(b(p))/p2]{1b(p)} (3.14)44
Thesquarebracketoftherighthandsideof(3.14)isnegativesince
b <0, g>0, g>0 and bounded. The second goes to negative infinity as p goes to
Usince b(p')=0. Thus, the maximum likelihood is obtained at p". Q.E.D.
3.3 The Effect of Advertising Cost on Price and Advertising Strategy
This section discuss how a changes in the advertising cost parameter, k, influences
the behavior of a store. We take a look at how kinfluences the probability
(Lb(x)f(x)dx) that a consumer hears price information on average from a store. The
parameter k influences the probability through p', b(p) and f(p). First, we see how
k affects p', and that k is constrained such that 0k(pU/ 2).
Proposition 3.2: As the parameter k falls (or advertising costs becomes cheaper), the
minimum
Lof price support becomes smaller (i.e. >0). If k(1/2)U
L =PUandifk=0 L=0.
Proof:apL0
is found by taking total differentiation of (3.10).If k=(1/2)Uand
Usatisfies 1
g(b(pL))k
+ at (3.9) since g (0)=k and b(p')=0.
Since p' is above 0 solely due to advertising cost, no advertising cost implies p'=0.
Q.E.D.45
Next, the impact ofkonb(p)and f(p) is analyzed. Suppose advertising costs
decreases fromktok.Let
Land p' be the minimum prices at their advertising
costs respectively. Intuitively, a decreasekmakes a store advertise its price more
intensively at any existing price. Also it makes a store advertise a new lower price
between
L'and p' more intensively than any other price between p" and p'
However, more intensive advertising at any existing price in [p' U]is not necessarily
true. A lowerkinduces store 1 to advertise at any existing price in[LUjceteris
paribus. However, store 2 also advertises aggressively at a new lower price in [p'
,L]
This will cause store 1 to reduce the advertising at any existing prices because it lacks
competitiveness. The opposing effects offset each other so that advertising does not
change in the[pLU1interval, even though advertising costs decreases. This fact is
consistent with the factb(p) (1 /
U I / 2does not depend onk.Notice that price
support extends left to p'' and that advertising is higher at the new lower price on the
[p',p'] interval as seen in Figure 3.2.
A lowerkalso has an effect on price densityf.From (3.12), we observe that a
cheaper advertising cost (or a lowerk)shifts down the price density curve as seen in
Figure 3.2. Our interest is in whether the price density at the minimum price becomes
larger askdecreases. Equation (3.11) at the minimum price becomes:
f(pL)= _(1/b(pL))[g"(b(pL))b(pL)/pL_g(b(pL))/pL2]
= _(1/b(pL))[2kb'(pL)/pL k(1 +2b(pL))/pL2]. (3.15)af(pL)
<0 withb' >0.If we use the chain rule and From equation (3.15), we get
0p'
af(pL)af(pL)
<0. That is, if the adveising cost is Proposition 3.2, we obtain =
L
lower, the price density at the lower minimum price is higher. Figure 3.2 shows how
b(p)and f(p) change when the advertising cost decreases fromktok'.Figure 3.2: The effect of advertising cost on price density and advertising intensity
f(p)
Price density Advertising intensity
L L Upp p
47Change in b andffor a change inkreveals two important facts. First, the
probability that a consumer receives price information increases as advertising costs,k,
decreases. Second, the average price falls when advertising cost decreases. This is
analogous to a fall in markups in Grossman and Shapiro as the advertising cost decreases.
As the advertising cost decreases, more consumers become informed, and it leads to price
decrease (see Benham's [1972] study of eyeglasses).
Proposition 3.3: As the cost of advertising,k,falls (rises), the probability that a
consumer receives price information increases (decreases), i.e.
a f b(x)f(x)dx
p <0.
ak
Proof: After letting p p" and substitutingg'(0) =kat(3.8'), equation (3.8')
becomes:
jb(x)f(x)dx
2k
p 1i.
af. b(x)f(x)dx
8k
CO. Q.E.D.
(3.16)
Proposition3.4:As thecostof advertisingfalls(rises),theaverageprice
pf(p)dpfalls (rises).Proof:Uu
- F(p)dp=pUtUF(p)dpby
integration by parts. In Figure 3.2,fshifts down in[p,pU]askdecreases and so
<Oforany p in[pLpU]arLPf(P)dPrF(dP>oQED
Stahl (1989) bridged the extreme results of Bertrand and Diamond by allowing
the proportion of informed consumers to total consumers, p, to vary. He showed that the
price distribution degenerates to a Bertrand price when 1u = 1 and to a monopoly price
U(Diamond) when 1u = 0. In fact, as u decreases from 1 to 0, the price begins with a
spike at the Bertrand price, has a continuous distribution over the price support, and ends
with another spike at the monopoly price. This model will show how the gap between
Bertrand and Diamond is bridged askmoves from 0 to (1 /2)U
Proposition 3.5: The price distribution becomes spiked at the monopoly price
Uand at
0 respectively whenk =(1/ 2)p' andk = 0.
Proof: Proposition 3.2 shows that the price distribution atk =(1/2)pUtbecomes a spike
at the monopoly price. Whenkis very close to 0,
1Lis very close to 0 by Proposition
3.2. Equation (3.12) shows thatf(x)has large values at the prices close to p' but is
almost zero at the other prices and soJ'L f(x)dx 1for a p nearp
LThis implies that
askgoes to 0, the probability that the price falls in a small neighborhood of
1Lthat is50
very close to 0 is almost 1. Thus, the price distribution becomes a spike at 0 as k goes to
0. Q.E.D.
We have already seen that when the cost of advertising approacheszero,
consumers become perfectly informed. In addition, Proposition 3.5 implies stores charge
Bertrand prices when the advertising cost is zero. Proposition 3.5 also implies that when
the advertising cost is sufficiently high, stores charge only the monopoly price, p", and
then do not advertise at all, so that all consumers are uninformed.The model is
completely endogenous in that as advertising costs change from zero to the maximum,
the ratio of informed consumers falls from 1to zero, and consequently the density
function moves from the Bertrand price spike to the monopoly price spike.
3.4 Conclusion
We derived an advertising intensity function with negative slope anda "U"
shaped price density function for a particular advertising cost function. Unlikemost of
the existing literature, we explored the minimumofprice support and examined how it
was affected by the change in advertising cost. We also investigated how the ratio of
informed consumers and average price changes are affected by advertising cost. As
advertising becomes cheaper, stores advertise more brisklyso more consumers are
informed. This results in more intense competition and lower average prices. This model
predicts that the price density function changes from a spike at Bertrand pricing,to a "U"
shaped distribution, and to a spike at the monopoly priceas advertising costs increases
from zero to the maximum.51
For the future research, it is desirable to determine if more general advertising
cost function generates the same theoretical implication. It would also been useful if the
main results hold when the number of stores increases.52
4. Does the Moral Hazard Problem Explain the Efficiency Change
of Korean Banks?
4.1 Introduction
Five Korean banks were closed in 1998 in the wake of a banking crisis which
followed the Korean economic crisis of 1997. The banking crisis also brought about the
consolidation of many other weaker banks with banks which had been better able to
survive the downturn. This change in banking structure was rather remarkable in view of
the fact that there were only a total of 26 banks in Korea at the time. Failed Korean banks
generally lacked credit management skills and chose the easy practice of lending to high-
risk borrowers. However, with the economic downturn in the mid 1 990s, the level of non-
performing loans in these banks rose substantially and many of them were ultimately
forced to close.
The failure of Korean banks sheds some light on the moral hazard problem in
bank lending.4' When uniform deposit insurance premiums are put in place (i.e., flat-rate
deposit premiums independent of loan risk), bank managers are motivated to takeon
high-risk loans. This is especially true for "high rollers" and financially troubled
institutions who often times take on excessive risk [Giammarino, Lewis, and Sappington,
1993]. The upside is the chance of a substantial payoff and/or survival if and when the
high-risk loans are repaid. The downside is the possibility of loan default and/or
ultimately bank failure at no cost to the banks since the depositor losses are covered by
insurance.
For a more detailed discussion of this problem, see Kareken [1990].53
In Korea during the early 1 990s, the practice of lending to high-risk borrowers
made the failed banks look efficient because the economy was strong. With a strong
economy, banks were aggressively building loans and borrowers were paying on time.
Mukherjee, Ray and Miller [20011 found that the ratio of equity to assets in US banks is
negatively associated with productivity growth. Since the failed Korean banks were
generally weakly capitalized, their observation is consistent with banking developments
during these good years. Berger and DeYoung [1997] suggest a "skimping hypothesis"
that banks look efficient when they build loans simply because fewer resources are
directed at monitoring. Unfortunately, cost efficiencies gained during periods of loan
growth and strong economies can also compromise long-term loan quality. As the
promissory note default rates began to rise above 0.13 percent in 1994, efficiency scores
for the failed Korean banks started to decline. Failed banks were spending more time
monitoring their non-performing loans, attempting to collect from delinquent borrowers,
and liquidating collateral rather than underwriting new loans as briskly as they were
before. Berger and DeYoung [1997] describe this change of events as simply "bad luck".
In recent years, many other researchers have found that failed banks have low
efficiency levels. For example, the efficiency of failed US banks two and a half years
prior to failure was significantly lower than the efficiency of survival banks; and the
efficiency difference widened as time approached failure [Barr, Seiford, and Siems,
1993]. The major factors contributing to bank failure in Kansas in the 1920s were deposit
insurance and low efficiency [Wheelock and Wilson, 1995]. Similarly, in the merger of
Australian banks in the late 1 980s and early 1 990s, the efficiency of acquiring banks was
found to be significantly higher than that of target banks [Avkiran, 1999].54
When measuring the efficiency of failed banks, it is important to measure how
the efficiency of these banks moves over time, especially during periods of economic
fluctuation. Despite the importance of efficiency movement of failed banks, many
researchers have only employed one-time efficiency measures. Mukherjee, Ray, and
Miller's [2001] study of US banks between 1985 and 1990 used a random effect model
which did not deal explicitly with banking efficiency over time. On the other hand, Barr,
Seiford, and Siems [1993] and Wheelock and Wilson [1995] found that failed banks were
inefficient only at the time of failure. Lee and Kwon [1999] also found that the failed
Korean banks suffered from low productivity growth at the time of failure. Unfortunately,
none of these studies measures the efficiency level of the failed banks over a longer time
horizon. Berger and DeYoung [1997] clearly explained the trade-off between the short-
term efficiency gains of careless lending practices and the long-term problems banks
have with non-performing loans. In an attempt to capture efficiency changes, we measure
the efficiency levels of Korean banks for 1997 as well as each of the seven prior years.
This period of time includes both good and bad years. Efficiency is measured using DEA
(Data Envelopment Analysis), a principle technique employed in efficiency related
research [see Lovell, 1993].
The paper investigates efficiency changes experienced by the Korean banking
system prior to the economic crisis of 1997 with specific attention being focused on the
moral hazard problem. We hypothesize that the moral hazard problem lies at the root of
recent Korean bank failures. Inasmuch as uniform deposit insurance removes the
incentive for bankers as well as depositors to closely monitor bank risk associated with
loan quality, it only serves to exacerbate the moral hazard problem. In section 4.2, a
heuristic model is built to show why failed banks are efficient as they aggressively seek55
to lend in the good years of an economic cycle. In section 4.3, the data is described and
the methodology measuring efficiency is introduced. In section 4.4, DEA efficiency
results are presented and discussed as to whether or not they are compatible with the
predictions of the model. In Section 4.5, we uses both a logistic mode! and regression to
test whether the moral hazard lending problem contributes to the efficiency change over
time. The summary and concluding remarks are presented in section 4.6.
4.2. A Heuristic Loan Market Model
This heuristic mode! shows two aspects of the efficiency of a failed bank. The
first is the "skimping hypothesis" of Berger and DeYoung [1997]or the claim by
Mukherjee, Ray and Miller [2001] regarding the relationship between equity and
productivity growth. The mode! shows that under uniform rate deposit insurance,a failed
bank that has weak capital and spends less in loan administration will look efficient in
good years because it underwrites the same amount of loans asa survival bank. The
second (shown by Barr, Seiford and Siems [1993], Wheelock and Wilson [1995],
Avkiran [1999], and Lee and Kwon [19991) is that a failed bank is less efficient in
difficult years because it uses substantial amounts of inputs in loanrecovery, loan
workout, and collateral liquidation.
The following conditions are assumed to build the model:
1. There is a loan market where banks provide loans to borrowers in one banking period.56
2. There is a continuum of borrowers. Each borrower borrows a fixed amount L.
Borrowers are heterogeneous in their abilities to repay loans (i.e., their bankruptcy rates
are different). The bankruptcy rate of the borrowers has a uniform distribution.
3. Since the government agency cannot determine the loan quality of banks, it imposes a
uniform rate of deposit insurance. (We assume the rate is initially zero without hurting
generality.)
4. There areNsurvival banks andNfailed banks. A consumer chooses a transaction
bank randomly. Therefore, a bank makes loans ofper person.
5. The loan market is segregated. The survival banks lend money to the borrowers with
low bankruptcy rates but the failed banks loan only to the borrowers with high
bankruptcy rates. This can occurs because the failed banks are neglect in monitoring
borrowers and so high-risk borrowers who were rejected by the survival bankscan
borrow from the failed banks. Both banks lend money to borrowers in increasing order of
their individual bankruptcy rates.
6. When the economy experiences difficulties, a failed bank observes that a borrower
with a bankruptcy rate ofbincreases their rate tohbwithh> 1. On the other hand,
borrowers of a survival bank maintain the same bankruptcy rate.57
7. Because every dollar of deposits is loaned out, deposit amounts are the same as loan
amounts.
2 8. The loan administration cost functions for survival and failed banks are --m and
2N
respectively, when the both survival banks and the failed banks have 2N
m borrowers (k and k' representing the loan cost coefficients). Both banks are required
to spend more to analyze high risk borrowers but the loan amount itself does not require
such efforts.
9. The failed bank is not as meticulous in lending as the survival bank and spends less in
loan administration in a good year, sok > k.The failed bank does not feel that it is
necessary to spend significant resources because the actual bankruptcy rates of borrowers
are stable. However, in difficult years, the bankruptcy rate of high risk borrowers
increases and the employees of failed banks are required to put more effort into loan
recovery, loan workout, and collateral liquidation. Thereforek'is larger thankin a
difficulty year.
10. The failed bank has capitalKthat is small compared to the capitalK ofthe
survival bank.11. Since loaned money is homogeneous, both banks engage in Bertrand's loan rate
competition and the profitability of both banks cannot exceed a rate of return r of capital
determined in the capital markets.
The Case of a Survival Bank
A survival bank maximizes net cash flow by choosing an interest rate s and a
maximum bankruptcy ratem:
r
L kL 2 max[(sb)db----m ]
s,m N2N
(4.1)
With a fixed s, we maximize net cash flow by choosingmfor a given s as follows:
12k 2L
max(smm m )-. (4.2)
2 2N
The first order condition is:
S m= . (4.3)
1+k
The maximum net cash flow of the survival bank is obtained by substitutingm =-f--
1+k
into (4.2), obtaining -. Bertrand competition forces the survival bank to have
2(1+k) N59
an interest rate that makes the maximum net cash flow equal to the required capital return
s2L reK.Thus, the equilibrium interest rate is determined by =reK.Letting
2(1+k) N
p =reK!,we get the equilibrium interest rate:
st = + k). (4.4)
By substituting this into(4.3),we get the equilibrium maximum bankruptcy rate:
mt=
/2p
(4.5)
1+k
The borrower size of the survival bank ismtand the total loan amount ism
N
The equilibrium interestratestincreases with capitalK(or p) and also with
the cost coefficientk.The bank charges a higher interest rate sas it needs more profit
due to higher capital levels or higher loan administration expense. On the other hand, the
equilibrium maximum bankruptcy rate m increases withKbut decreases withk.In
other words, the bank can make more loans if capital is larger or loan administration
expense is lower.
Now suppose that the government agency ties the deposit insurance rate to the
bankruptcy rate. If the government agency determines the bankruptcy ratebof each
dollar of loans, it will chargegbper a dollar of deposits (or loans) with g representingthe government deposit insurance coefficient; and the survival bank maximizes net cash
flow as follows:
L kL 2
max[!(sbgb)db---m ]. N2N
(4.6)
We can then get the equilibrium interest rate s =j2p(1 + k + g)and the equilibrium
maximum bankruptcy rate rn=I ,respectively. By tying deposit insurance
\!1+k+g
rates to loan risk, the agency can induce the bank to reduce loan risk. The bank can also
transfer the deposit insurance cost to borrowers by increasing interest rates.
The Case of a Failed Bank in a Good Year
We now examine how a failed bank determines the maximum bankruptcy rate
and the interest rate. Assuming that the failed bank has consumers with bankruptcy rates
equal to or greater thanrn*,the failed bank maximizes net cash flow by choosing an
interest raterand a maximum bankruptcy rateU:
max[JL
kL
(rb)--db-----(urn )]. N2N
Fixingrand maximizing net cash flow for a givenrwe have:
(4.7)61
* 1 2 1 .2 2 * 2L max(rurm --u +m ---u +uk'm --m )-. (4.8)
2 2 2 2N
The first order condition is:
r k' * u= + m.
1+k'1+k'
(4.9)
The maximum net cash flow is obtained by substituting u
r
+ ininto (4.8)
1+k'1+/c'
r2 m* m*2 L
r + } -.Bertrand competition again forces the to get
2(1+k') 1+/c'2(1+k') N
interest rate such that the maximum net cash flow equals reK!. Thus, the equilibrium
2 * *2
L r m m
interest rate is determined by{
+ k')
r
1+ k'+2(1 + k') N
Letting p'= we get:
r2
2(1+k')
r1/c,+
2(1+k')=' (4.10)
The equilibrium interest rate that satisfies (4.10) is:
r* = m* +\/2p(1+k). (4.11)62
By substituting this into (4.9), we get the equilibrium maximum bankruptcy rate:
* *I2p'
U=m+,I
. (4.12)
V1+k'
From (4.5) and (4.12), we notice that uis more than twicem*since k'is less
than k in a good year when p'= p. In other words, both the failed and the survival bank
have the same capital so the borrower size u
*
m
*
of the failed bank is larger than the
borrower size of the survival bank. If capitalK'(or p') is smaller thanKso that
u2m*,the borrower size of the failed bank is the same as the borrower size of the
survival bank and the failed bank will have the same amount of loans as the survival
bank. The equilibrium interest rater*of the failed bank in (4.11) is typically higher than
the equilibrium interest rateof the failed bank in (4.4) because the failed bank tries to
compensate for higher risk borrowers.
We define efficiency as the ratio of the loan amount to the loan administration
cost. The efficiencies of both the survival bank and the failed bank are 1/(k/2)mand
1/(kt/2)m*,respectively. Because k > k', the efficiency ratio of the failed bank is
larger than that of the survival bank. The efficiency difference occurs because the failed
bank has the same amount of loans as the survival bank but with fewer dollars in loan
expense. This theoretical conclusion is consistent with Berger and DeYoung's [1997]
"skimping hypothesis". Since the failed bank has less capital than the survival bank, the
conclusion is also similar to the observation by Mukherjee, Ray and Miller [20011 that
weakly capitalized banks showed greater productivity. It is important to note that if the63
government agency imposes a deposit insurance rate that varies with loan risk, it will
cause the failed bank to avoid excessive risk-taking as discussed above.
The Case of a Failed Bank in a Difficult Year
In a difficult year, the failed bank's borrowers with bankruptcy rate of b will
increase their rate to hb with h > 1. Under this new circumstance, the failed bank
maximizes net cash flow by choosing r andU:
rnax[[.(r_hb)__db_!__(u _m*)2] (4.13)
The equilibrium interest rate and the equilibrium maximum bankruptcy rate are:
r=hm* +/2p'(h+k'), (4.14)
and
*I2p'
U=m + I (4.15)
Equations (4.11) and (4.14) show that a failed bank will charge higher interest
rates as the risk of its borrowers increases. On the other hand, equations (4.12) and (4.15)
show that a failed bank also excludes its highest risk borrowers and that its borrower size
decreases. Furthermore, we note that the efficiencies of the survival bank and the failed
bankare1/(k I 2)m*and1/(k'/ 2)\/2p'/(h+ k'),respectively.Sincea k'I 2p' 2h + k'I 2p'
I = > 0, the efficiency of the failed bank is less than ök'2h+k'4(h+k')'h+k'
that of the survival bank whenk'is significantly larger thank.This theoretical
conclusion is consistent with Barr, Seiford and Siems [1993], Wheelock and Wilson
[1995], Avkiran [1999], and Lee and Kwon [1999].
4.3 Data and Methodology
There is little agreement over what a bank produce and uses in its operation.
Most studies have followed either production or intermediate approaches in specifying
input and output mappings (see Gilbert and Wilson [1998]). We adopt the intermediate
approach but it has several variants. Following Gilbert and Wilson, we classify the
activities that a bank creates value-added, such as loans, demand depositsas outputs and
regard labor, physical capital, borrowed money as inputs. Labors are measuredas number
of employees and physical capital as book value of fixed assets for businesspurposes.
Borrowed money includes saving deposits, borrowings from other banks, certificates of
deposit, and deposits in trust accounts. In addition, we specify four outputs: demand
deposits, Korean currency loans, foreign currency loans, and trust loans. Thereare 26
Korean commercial banks between 1990 and 1997. All data of their input and outputare
collected from the Monthly Financial Statistics issued by the Financial Supervisory
Services of Korea. All currency amounts are converted to constant values by using the
GNP deflator.
Thereare K banks.Let x=(xl,...xN)ERandy=(yl,...yM)ER'beinput
and output vectors. The production possibilities set is represented by:65
P={(x,y)
Ixcan producey}, whichisalso describedinterms of output
correspondence sets:
y(x)= I(x,y)EP}.
We make standard assumptions: (i) P is convex, y(x) is convex, bounded, and closed
for all x; (ii) all production requires the use of some inputs, i.e.(x, y)P if y0,
x=0; and (iii) both inputs and outputs are strongly disposable, i.e. if (x, y)EP, then
xx(x,y)EP and yy(x,y) e P [see Shephard 1970].
Let(x'k)be the observation of inputs and outputs for k=1,.. K banks. The
Shephard output distance function for bank k' relative to the technology P is:
D0(xk,yIc)=inf{9>01(xk,yk /8)EP}.
The output distance functionD0(x',y")gives a normalized measure of distance from
the k' bank's position in the production set to its boundary when inputs remain constant.
D0(xi,yk)is between 0 and 1 and ifD0(xk,yk')=l,k' bank is on the boundary of
the production set and is efficient. The output distance function can be regarded as a
measure of efficiency.
DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is a linear programming to examine how a
bank operates relative to the other banks in the sample (see Charnes et. al [1978]). The
technique provides a benchmark for best practices technology based on the experience ofthose banks in the sample. DEA construct a frontier based on the actual data in the
sample. Banks on the frontier are efficient, while banks inside the frontier are inefficient.
We estimate P by the union of the convex and free disposal hulls of the sample
observations:
P={(x,y)Izky y',zkxx,zk O, zk=lfor k,k'=l,...K}
wherez"is activity intensity.
The convex combination implies a production set under various returns to scale. We
calculate the output distance function D0(xkk)for bank k' as follows:
(D0(x",y"))'=max9 (4.16)
s.t. ',m=1,...M (4.17)
zkx n=l,...N (4.18)
zkO, k=1,...K and =1 (4.19)67
4.4 DEA Results
We pooi all the data of 1990 through 1997 for the 26 commercial banks and
measure efficiency using DEA. Table 4.1 shows the efficiency measures. The largest
commercial banks - Choheung, CBK, KFB, Hanil, Seoul, and Exchange - were privatized
in the 1980s but the government exercised influence in choosing management and
ordered policy-implicated loans. Citizen and Housing banks were recently privatized and
Peace bank is specially chartered for laborers. We excluded them in categorizing banks
into survival banks (banks which survived the 1997 crisis) and failed banks (banks which
did not survive the 1997 crisis) because they have not been run independently. As a
result, our sample includes a total of 8 survival banks (Shinhan, Hanmi, Hana, Boram,
Daegu, Pusan, Junbook and Kyungnam) and 9 failed banks (Dongwha, Dongnam,
Daedong, Chungchung, Kwangju, Cheju, Kyongki, Kangwon, and Chungbook). Table
4.2 shows the efficiency trends of the survival and the failed banks over the eight year
period as well as the promissory-note (P-note) default rates and asset growth rates of
manufacturing firms; the P-note default rate being used as a proxy for bankruptcyrates.4'2
As shown in Table 4.2, the years between 1990 and 1992 were good years and P-note
default rates were stable even among high-risk borrowers. During these years, the
failed banks are more efficient than the survival banks. On the other hand, the years
1994 through 1997 were tough years and the P-note default rate climbed to
4.2In Korea, many firms issue P-notes to suppliers for the purchase of raw materials. The notes are
usually due in 60-90 days. They also take out P-notes from financial institution in the process of
borrowing money. Since these notes are settled in the central bank settlement house at various due
dates, information about P-note default rates can be obtained from the National Statistical Office.
On the other hand, there were two problems with using data related to the rate of non-performing
loans. First, the central bank only started reporting this data in 1994. Second, because banks were
generally reluctant to recognize overdue and problem loans between 1994 and 1997, it was very
difficult to obtain truly accurate information of borrowers' bankruptcy rates.LSI..
Table 4.1 Efficiency Measurements for 26 Commercial Banks between 1990 and 1997
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Choheung 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.00
CBK 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.86
KFB 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.87
Hanil 0.92 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.99 1.00 1.00
Seoul 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.87 0.98 0.89 0.94 0.71
Exchange 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.88 0.96 0.98 1.00
Citizen 0.94 1.00 1.00
Housing 1.00
Shinhan 0.90 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hanmi 0.89 0.84 0.76 0.69 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.88
Dongwha 0.68 0.87 1.00 0.78 0.77 0.83 0.91 0.80
Dongnam 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.86 0.96 0.71
Daedong 0.96 1.00 0.95 0.69 0.81 0.79 0.94 0.82
Hana 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Boram 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Peace 1.00 0.49 0.70 0.62 0.58 0.61
Daegu 0.99 0.95 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.92
Pusan 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.90 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.87
Chungchung1.00 1.00 0.92 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.83 0.82
Kwangju 0.91 0.88 0.78 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.83
Cheju 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.84 0.73 0.80 0.74
Kyongki 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.96 0.91 0.87 0.91 0.94
Junbook 0.84 0.88 0.68 0.72 0.75 0.67 0.76 0.75
Kangwon 0.99 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.79 0.78 0.78
Kyungnam0.87 0.95 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.86
Chungbook0.84 0.76 0.82 0.74 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.68
Table 4.2 Efficiency Measurements over Time for Survival and FailedBanks43
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Survival Banks 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91
Failed Banks 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.82 0.83 0.79 0.85 0.79
P-Note Default Rate (%) 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.2 0.17 0.52
Asset Growth Rate (%) 23.79 22.55 12.27 11.19 16.85 19.31 15.01 22.38
The efficiency scores of survivaland failedbanks are basedon theirarithmetic means.0.52%. During this period, the failed banks experienced a high default rate from their
high-risk borrowers and generally reduced loan balances. At the same time, we note a
corresponding drop in failed bank efficiency scores. As Barr, Seiford, and Siems [1993]
show, the efficiency gap between survival and failed banks diverged beginning in 1994,
three years before the government actually closed these banks at the end of 1997.
On the basis of this evidence, we suggest two hypotheses. One is that efficiency
scores of survival banks that typically have lower-risk borrowers do not appear to be
influenced by changes in bankruptcy rates. Rather, efficiency scores for these banks may
be more closely related to the loan demand of theirborrowers.44The second hypothesis is
that the efficiency scores of failed banks respond negatively to increases in bankruptcy
rates and thus appear to be impacted by economic fluctuations more than the loan
demand of borrowers. To test these hypotheses, two regression equations follow:
Estimated Coefficients and Standard Errors
EFFISURV= 0.83 - 0.2893DEFAULT+ 0.3417ASTGRW (4.20)
(-.0.68) (2.59) R2=.58
EFFJFAIL=0.84-0.3O44DEFAULT+0.3482ASTGRW (4.21)
(-2.48) (0.92) R2 =.56
(t ratios in parentheses)
In the regressions, efficiency scores for both survival and failed banks (the
dependent variable) are regressed against the P-note default rates and asset growth rates
In Korea, most manufacturing firms finance new facilities with loans instead of internally
generated cash flow. As a result, a proxy measure for loan demand is the growth rate of
manufacturing firms.70
in manufacturing firms (the independent variables) over the eight yearperiod.45As
expected in the case of survival banks, only the coefficient of the ASTGRW variable is
found to be both positive and significant at a .05 level, but the coefficient of the
DEFAULTvariable is insignificant. Thus, the survival banks are not influenced by
bankruptcy rate changes but positively respond to loan demand. On the other hand, in the
case of failed banks, only theDEFAULTvariable is found to be significant at a .05 level
and in a negative direction; the sign of the coefficient indicating the negative overall
effect which bankruptcy rates have on bank efficiency scores.
4.5 Tests of the Moral Hazard Problem
We noted earlier that the moral hazard problem may be a significant factor
contributing to the behavior change of the failed banks. The moral hazard problem can
lead failed banks to make high-risk loans aggressively in good years, causing a greater
probability of default during periods of economic downturn. Since moral hazard or lack
of effective monitoring eventually causes problem loans, it is possible to derive a proxy
or moral hazard index based on the level or rate of non-performing loans. Berger and
DeYoung [1997] tested the moral hazard hypothesis by regressing non-performing loans
of U.S. banks on one-year lagged capital.
Instead of using only the non-performing loan rates at the end of 1997
4.6for a
moral hazard index, we use the probability of bank failure from a logistic model. In the
Asset growth rates for manufacturing firms are collected from the Bank of Korea.
4,6One obstacle to measuring the rate of non-performing loans in Korea is the fact that Korean
banks historically have used a lenient standard for reporting non-performing loan (until 1997) and
they also intentionally hid non-performing loan. Therefore, the non-performing loan rates reported
by banks prior to 1997 are not very useful data for deriving a moral hazard index. However, in the71
logistic model, the dependent variable is1if the bank failed and 0 if it survived.
Explanatory variables include the ratio of loans to total assets, the non-performing loan
ratio, the ratio of credit loans to total loans, and the Bank for International Settlement
(BIS) ratio. Because loans are the most risky investment, as the loan to asset ratio
increases, banks are more likely to fail and the sign of this ratio is expected to be positive.
Naturally, the sign of the non-performing loan ratio is also expected to be positive. Credit
loans are mainly corporate loans, many of which are considered risky simply because
they do not have sufficient collateral as backing; while collateral loans are the relatively
safe mortgage loans. Similarly, the sign of the credit loan to total loan ratio is expected to
be positive. Lastly, since the BIS ratio was crucial in preventing many banks from failing,
its expected sign is negative. As shown in the model below, all the coefficient signs of
estimation turned out as expected. Both the non-performing loan ratio and the BIS ratio
were found to be significant at a .10 level. The total loan ratio and credit loan ratio were
found to be significant at a .20 level. Moreover, the log-likelihood ratio of 27.78 rejects
the null hypothesis that all four coefficients are zero.
Estimated Coefficients and Standard Errors of Logistic Model
Coefficient t ratioslope
Constant -21.65 -1.31
Total loan ratio 49.81 1.37 0.609
Non-performing loan ratio 0.84 1.87 0.0 10
Credit loan ratio 24.54 1.53 0.300
BlSratio -2.11 -1.78-0.025
The Log-likelihood ratio was 27.78.
spring of 1998, when the government dispatched a large number of inspectors to the banks in
order to decide which banks were to be closed, they applied a strict international rule for non-
performing loans as of the end of 1997.72
The probability that a bank fails can be calculated using the estimated coefficient
e
values, P(Y = 1) .Table 4.3 shows these probabilities for each of the 26 banks
1 + e
in the study. If we consider each bank whose probability is over50%as being a failed
bank and a bank whose probability is less than50%as a survival bank, the logistic model
predicts the 11 survival banks perfectly and 14 out of15failed banks.
Table 4.3 The Probability of Bank Failure
Pr Pr
Choheung 11.00Housing00.01Boram 0
CBK 10.91Shinhan00.11Peace 0
KFB 11.00Hanmi00.01 Daegu 0
Hanil 1 1.00Dongwha 11.00Pusan 0
Seoul 1 1.00Dongnam11.00Chungchung 1
Exchange 10.97Daedong 11.00Kwangju I
Citizen 00.07Hana 00.03Cheju 1
Pr Pr
0.14Kyongki 1 1.00
0.20Junbook 00.34
0.08Kangwon 11.00
0.03Kyungnam 00.04
1.00Chungbook11.00
0.08
0.98
Using this probability as a moral hazard index and assuming that the degree of
moral hazard of a bank has not changed between 1990 and 1997, we regress the
efficiency scores derived for the 17 banks in section 4.4 over time against several
characteristic variables. These variables include a measure of the total loan amount as an
indication of bank size (LOAN), a multiplicative term of the moral hazard index and a
time dummy (MORALHZD), and the asset growth rate of manufacturing firms
(ASSETGRW) as a proxy for loan demand. The years between 1990 and 1992 are73
classified as good years when P-notes default rates were less than 0.13%. Moreover, the
time dummy for such years is 1 because moral hazard contributed favorably towards the
efficiency levels of the failed bank. By a similar token, the years between 1994 and 1997
have P-note default rates greater than 0.13% and so the time dummy is 1. The default
rate of 0.13% in 1993 was regarded neutral and time dummy for the year is zero. On the
other hand, since the moral hazard index of the survival banks was close to zero in
virtually all cases, it did not appear to affect efficiency levels (as discussed in section
4.4).
Regressions are presented below. As shown in the OLS regression equation
(4.22) and (4.23), the variables of the loan amount (LOAN) and moral hazard
(MORALHZD) are found to be significant at a .05 level. The positive sign of the moral
hazard shows that moral hazard has contributed to the efficiency change experienced by
Korean banks over time; especially in the case of failed banks. Since the coefficient of
the moral hazard index is significant in both equations, it appears as if the moral hazard
effect is truly separate and distinct. The sign of the loan demand variable (ASSETGRW)
in equation (4.23) is consistent with earlier results and demonstrates once again how loan
demand can have a positive effect on overall bank efficiency. The positive coefficient of
the loan amount variable indicates that larger banks (i.e., the national banks) are more
efficient.47
Lagrange multiplier test statistic for the random effect model based on the OLS
results is 78.71, which exceeds the 95 percent critical value for chi-squared with one
degree of freedom, 3.84. At this point, we conclude that the OLS with a single constant
'This finding is consistent with Miller and Noulas [1996] who also found a positive
relationship between bank size and efficiency.74
term is inappropriate for the data. In both fixed effect and random effect model, the
variable of loan demand (ASSETGRW) is significant at a .05 level. Since Huasman test
statistic of 8.63 exceeds the critical value chi-square of 7.81, the fixed effect model is
better choice.
Itis important to compare the coefficient 0.065 of moral hazard with the
efficiency advantage failed banks over survival ones between 1990 and 1993 which
ranges from 0.01 to 0.03 from the table 4.2. Therefore, when the moral hazard effect is
taken into consideration, the efficiency of failed banks is rather than lower than that of
survival ones.
Finally, since efficient values are bounded from above at 1, we use TOBIT model
and present two TOBIT models,eachwithor withoutheterochedasticity.If
heterochedasticity exists, ML estimator is not consistent. Since moral hazard causes
heterochedasticity,the model with heterochedasticityisdesirable. The sign and
significance of explanatory variables are similar but its effect is stronger than the models
without truncation.75
Estimated Coefficients and Standard Errors
OLS
EFFISCORE = 0.83 + 0.0000014*LOAN+ 0.066*MORALHZD
(5.68) (5.94) R2=.33
EFFISCORE = 0.81+ 0.0000014*LOAN+0.018*ASSETGRW+ O.065*MORALHZD
(5.65) (1.14) (5.86) R2=33
LM test=78.71
Fixed Effect Model
EFFISCORE = 0.000001 0*LOAN +0.026*ASSETGR W + 0.064*MORALHZD
(2.51) (2.20) (7.39) R2=.66
Random Effect Model
EFFISCORE = 0.80+ 0.000001 2*LOAN +0.026*ASSETGR W + 0.065 *MO1?4LHZD
(3.88) (2.03) (7.69) R2=.32
Hausman test: Chisquare=8.63
Tobit
Without heteroschedasticity
EFFISCORE =0.77+ 0.0000029*LOAN +0.0022*ASSETGR W + 0.083 *MOp,4LHZD
(5.55) (1.15) (6.21)
With heteroschedasticity
EFFISCORE =0.79+ 0.0000029*LOAN +0.001 2*ASSETGR W + 0.075 * MORALHZD
(5.02) (0.53) (5.15)
heteroschedasticity: LOAN (-0.26), MORALHZD (1.97)L1
4.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks
This paper has attempted to address the question of whether or not the moral
hazard problem has contributed to the banking failures experienced by Korean banks
during the 1990s. In the paper, a theoretical model is developed and hypotheses are
proposed which explain lending behavior of banks under a system of uniform deposit rate
insurance. The hypotheses are tested using a logistic model and regression and DEA
efficiency measures for 26 banks. Our results indicate that failed banks are more efficient
than the survival banks in good years; but their efficiency is lower in difficult years
because they takes much efforts in loan workout than in lending money. From these
results, we conclude that moral hazard has been a contributing factor in the banking crisis
in Korea.
A major policy implication of our findings is that under uniform deposit
insurance rates, high bank efficiency scores during good economic years do not
necessarily mean that the banks are conducting sound lending practices. Rather, it may
indicate that the banks are simply experiencing efficiency gains through cost advantages
as additional resources are committed to loans without a corresponding increase in
resources devoted to monitoring. We observed that the failed banks showed rather lower
efficiency even in good years if moral hazard effect is considered. Regulatory authorities
should therefore be more cautious in their attempts to interpret efficiency scores as they
relate to bank safety and soundness.77
5. Conclusions and Discussion
The main objective of this dissertation is to analyze the behavior of economic
agents and corresponding market outcomes in market imperfection, especially when they
lack information. Chapter 2 investigates how a consumer seeks out product information
when local brands do not provide the information. Chapter 3 examines how a store
chooses the strategies of randomized pricing and price-sensitive advertising. Chapter 4
discusses an example where moral hazard occurs because of information asymmetry, and
tests how moral hazard affects banking efficiency.
In chapter 2, we present two asymmetrical models with consumer search when
local brands do not provide product information while a national brand does. Both
models explain a typical phenomenon that a national brand has a larger market share.
This observation is contrast to the existing models whose symmetric structure caused
equal market share and piece at equilibrium.
In chapter 3, we examine stores that use randomized price and advertising. We
find an equilibrium of advertising intensity and price density function. The gap between
Bertrand's non-profit price spike and Diamond's monopoly price spike is bridged
endogenously by price densities as advertising cost increases from zero to the maximum.
In chapter 4, we discuss the moral hazard of failed banks. The failed banks
showed high efficiency in good years by aggressively lending money, even to high risk
borrowers, while spending insufficient resources in loan monitoring, but had low
efficiency in difficult years with growing non-performing loans and ended in bank
failure. We suggest a heuristic model that results in the moral hazard. We measure
efficiency using DEA and test whether the efficiency of the failed bank is affected by themoral hazard. We conclude that the moral hazard is significant in explaining the dynamic
movement of the failed bank efficiency.
In chapter 2 and 3, we analyze how economic agents act facing imperfect
information. In chapter 2, consumers act with search process to get product information
when local brands do not provide information. In chapter 3, stores advertise price to
inform consumers so that informed consumers make rational decision. In many cases
where information is imperfect, at least one economic participant act to remedy the
imperfection. However, there is a case where imperfect information cannot be fixed. In
chapter 4, we introduce bank lending where moral hazard occurs because of asymmetry
information.
The research in this dissertation is limited in various ways. We assume in chapter
2 implicitly that a national brand advertises to tell information. The model can be
extended such that an explicit advertising of the national brand is included. We derive
many reasonable implications in chapter 3 by assuming a particular advertising cost
function. In future research, more general functions can be explored that yields the same
results. In chapter 4, we find that non-performing loan is an important factor that
influences bank efficiency. In future research, it is useful to measure efficiency using
non-performing loans as a bad product.79
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